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ABSTRACT 
 
 “Groups and Game – following group gaming sessions” 
 

Paper – work in progress 

Camilla Kirketerp Nielsen, DVM, PhD student, Dep. of Large animal Sciences, UC, cape@sund.ku.dk 

 

This paper is based on a project planned as research based evaluation of game-based professional learning 

in the Danish veterinary learning environment at the University of Copenhagen (UC). At the University, a 

playable demo-version of a computer game, where students can practice interdisciplinary clinical skills in an 

easy-accessible, interactive and safe virtual environment has been produced. The game is intended to 

function as a supplement to an existing 5-day mandatory master course related to herd health management 

in pig herds (pig-module). Classical ethnographic studies in the pig-module have been conducted. The 

participants of the pig-module have been followed through the different learning contexts of the course 

(practical work in pig-herds, seminars, lectures, group work, presentations) - using a methodological 

manifold (participant observation, spontaneous dialogue, photos/videos, interviews and document 

collection).      

The paper focuses on the process of the practical implementation of the demo version of the computer 

game in the existing pig-module. In the first implementation-session, the game has been introduced to 

students and played in group sessions of 1 1/2-hour duration. The group gaming sessions have been 

followed using a combination of participant observation, video recordings and group-documents prepared 

by students engaging in the gaming activity. Methodologically, the paper will discuss challenges related to 

this approach. Further, possible analytical potentials and limitations of the generated empirical material will 

be reflected. In empirical terms the paper will analyse and discuss perspectives on the choices in “the 

ethnographic research process” that have led the first implementation of the computer game as a group 

activity in the pig module. 
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